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1 General objectives
NIWE project will demonstrate a new production process able to decrease the embodied energy of the
foundry products by over 25%, reducing drastically its carbon footprint. The demonstration will be
performed in the aluminium, iron and steel sectors.
The expected energy efficiency gains are due to a new furnace that, by means of a power transmission
system based on induction, will allow a highly flexible production. This increase on the production flexibility
attends to the current variability of the foundry products demand.
The current crisis has introduced a high variability in the demand, which can be measured in terms of
quantity and diversity of the demanded products. The manufacturers are now forced to start and stop
many times their production chains, change the moulds and, the most important in energy penalty terms,
to reheat many times big quantities of raw materials. Consequently, the cost efficiency of the process has
suffered a high reduction.
NIWE tackles these actual and current problems by providing a new furnace that will take the power by an
inductive coupling. This will provide a very quick power transmission from the grid to the furnace. This
power will be supplied to the heating system, which, depending on the foundry material could consist on
resistances or induction heating.
The rapidity of the power transmission system, as well as the wireless operation, will allow the use of
smaller furnaces. This way, the reserve of melted material for feeding the moulds will be smaller, and
therefore the required energy to maintain it melted. In addition, the wireless furnace will provide a flexible
operation, allowing a quick modification of the factory layout, which will be based on easy interchangeable
furnaces of different types and sizes, depending on the demand.

1.1 Solutions proposed within this project
The solution was already proposed in the first period, with the case of a new furnace design. This design by
means of a power transmission system based on inductively coupled transfer (wireless system), should
allow a highly flexible production on the involved sectors. This increase on the production flexibility attends
to the current variability of the foundry products demand. This demand can be measured in terms of
quantity and diversity of products. The manufacturers are now forced to start and stop many times their
production chains, changing moulds and, the most important, in energy penalty terms, to remelt several
times bigger quantities of raw materials than it would be necessary. Consequently, the cost efficiency of the
process suffers an important decrease.
Taking into account these actual and currents problems and their resulting costs, NIWE proposes a solution
based on providing a new furnace that gets the electrical power by an inductive coupling system. This
provides a very quick power transmission from the grid to the furnace; it avoids the need of overheating
the melt material in order to have enough temperature to follow the steps on the foundry process, so the
temperature reduction must have a beneficial effect on the consumed energy to keep the material in liquid
state. This power is supplied to the heating system, which, depending on the foundry material consists of
resistances (aluminium case) or induction heating (cast iron and steel cases).
The speed of the power transmission system, as well as the wireless operation, could also allow the use of
smaller furnaces, if suitable, and therefore the required energy to maintain this material melted can be also
reduced.
In addition, the wireless furnace could provide a flexible operation, allowing a quick change of the layout;
this is based on easy movable furnaces, even ladles, of different types and sizes, to adapt to the production
demand.
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1.2 Project objectives for the period
The period reported had the following objectives to reach:
•
•
•
•

The completion of some tasks of the WP2 (LCA and LCC calculations on the first industrial demos).
The design, construction and first trials of the different demonstrators (WP3 and WP4).
Different dissemination actions (WP8).
Trials and starting up of the first final demo (aluminium), afterwards the necessary validations at
lab scale of the iron and steel demo.

Despite of all the incidents occurred in the past which resulted in huge problems affecting the project
running, this period has been the one of normality. The promising results obtained with the aluminium
demo at the end of previous period have been confirmed in the present, and the trials at lab scale have
been finished. The final demo of aluminium was installed within the end user planta (F2A) and during the
last General Assembly (February 2017) the consortium as well as the Technical Officer and his Assistant
could see directly the trials on site.
During the last part of this period the lab scale demo for iron and steel is being also finished. It is foreseen
to make trials in the third part of the 2017.
By the moment the last planning agreed among the Consortium participants continues being useful, with
some small and logical changes derivate from the project running.
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2 Third Period Report. Actions and achievements
2.1 Technological summary
During the third period, the most reliable achievements have been the completion of the metallurgical
tasks, in particular the part referring to ferrous alloys, and the installation and first trials in industrial
conditions of the aluminium final demonstrator. Besides this, new LCA & LCC calculations were finished,
first measurements of electromagnetic fields on site with the aluminium demonstrator were carried out
(without problems of results), the partners are working well and, according with the plan, a good number
of dissemination tasks were done.
Regarding the initial specifications, once again the starting values in energy consumption and
environmental emissions for, by the moment, the aluminium case resulted correct.

Figure 1: The Technical Officer visiting F2A facilities to see working the first industrial demonstrator (aluminium)

Based on the trials of the first prototype (see Figure 1) executed between last months of previous period
and first of the third one the aluminium demonstrator has been manufactured as consequence of the
agreement with F2A (end user). This agreement involved to supply two furnaces with the corresponding
ICPTs (now called by marketable reasons WPTs) as the unique manner to do trials with enough efficiency
for the plant and in industrial conditions.
As advanced information, it can be said that now, measurements as energy consumption are carrying out in
order to be compared later against standard data obtained from different foundries. At this moment,
during the validation of the demonstrator, Life Cycle Assessment or Life Cycle Costs analysis are possible to
continue and complete for aluminium case. During the following months, the basic engineering technical
documents are going to be developed, for the iron and steel case, as well as technical documentation prior
to the final demo construction.
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Besides this, referring to cast iron and steel demonstrators, the selection of refractory materials has been
already simulate and performed, the lad scale furnace is installed in the TECNALIA’s facilities and the ICPT
has been designed. In the fourth and last period, the complete validation should be carried.

2.2 Main achievements
As it was advanced above several achievements have been obtained after the period reported but at the
moment when this report is being written:
•

•

The study completion of the metallurgical implications by means of the DTA techniques
(Differential Thermal Analysis). It has been possible to stablish very accurately the straight
dependence of the alloys on the metallic compounds inside them, one by one in the case of
aluminium. Once this was found the alloys continue being studied relating them with their
particular residual stresses after solidification. This pattern of data treatment was intended to be
replicated with iron and steel. The results were good enough with iron and we can realize that it
has no sense with steel.
The construction of the final demo of the twin ICPT (100 kW each), because of the necessities to do
trials in industrial conditions at F2A. The solution is now on the mentioned trials. In the figure
below a picture of the electrical cabinets.

Figure 2: Cabinets on site of the aluminium final demo

•

An innovative heating system based on the use of external resistances embedded in a microporous
refractory material. The selection of this system is mainly due to the fact that the furnaces should
be mobile in the plants and the initially selected submerged resistances are not adequate for this
goal because of the vibrations and their influence in the life of them. The standardization of the
combination of this microporous material with high efficiency resistances supposes a milestone
since, till today, it only had been used in very especial equipment and NIWE tries to generalize it.
Following this a figure showing the schemes of the initially designed and the final solution selected.
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Figure 3: Heating systems for aluminium crucible: schemes of the designed and finally selected respectively. On the right an
example of a similar system of resistances before set up

2.3 Health issues
The partner responsible of these tasks (SEMATEC) has been at the F2A plant twice making two
measurements campaigns in order to valuate and assure the potential risks of this kind of electrical
emissions, as it can be seen the measurements done in the picture below. It is a pity that in this case the
comparison is not possible, because the end user melts currently by using gas combustion furnaces. But it is
the only case.

Figure 4: Previous measurements on the aluminium lab scale prototype

Figure 5: Measurements in the final demo
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As conclusions of these tasks it is possible to say that he results of the study of risks should be useful for the
construction of the following demonstrator.
As complement of this first study and according to the project plan, the corresponding measurements on
iron and steel prototypes as well as a study to determine other specific risks of such equipment are closed
to be done.

2.4 Dissemination
Some results regarding the dissemination plan or about the foundry market in Europe has been already
analysed to have a first view point from our position. In the third stage, new and more detailed plans and
exploitation strategies will be also studied and agreed.
It is important to emphasize that the above mentioned achievements should be a good source of high
quality publications (papers, congresses, review articles…).
Related to the dissemination tasks, following this are shown a summarized the done activities:

Two more and relevant public contributions can be mentioned here:

HIGH TECH DIE CASTING 2016. International Conference Venice (Italy). 22-23 June
2016. HTDC 2016.
Oral presentation.

World Foundry Congress 2016 (WFC2016). Nagoya. Japan
Description of Al-Si10-Mg1 Alloys microstructural structures by advanced thermal analysis based on their
known chemical compositions.
Oral presentation.
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It would be also interesting to know the next events to attend, which are summarized as follows:

73th WFC World Foundry Congress
http://www.73wfc.com/

The World Foundry Congress, the most important event of the foundry sector, constitutes an excellent
occasion for exchanging knowledge and experiences, the newest achievements and innovations.
The 73rd World Foundry Congress will held with motto ‚Creative Foundry‚ including broadly understood
thematic blocks:
•
•
•
•
•

Materials
Technologies
Digitalisation
Management
Ecology

Although the event is out of the timing of the project, the congress is a unique opportunity for
manufactures and industries to show the results from the project with a high impact in the industry
The project NIWE has already participated in the previous two editions of the congress.
SPAIN FOUNDRY CONGRESS 2017
http://www.metalspain.com/foundry-bilbao.html

Every year the most outstanding Foundry and Die Casting professionals meet in Bilbao. In 2017 the Spain
Foundry Congress will be on the 28th of September.
2017 Congress is the 6th edition, after 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 events, all located in the
same Congress center and Hotel in Bilbao, the most dynamic area of Spain for investment.
The audience is composed of professionals of the main Spanish foundries. The foundry experts will have
the chance to meet other professionals and exchange different points of views and experiences.

SPIRE Sustainable Process Industry through Resource and Energy Efficiency
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https://www.spire2030.eu/intro

SPIRE is the European Association which is committed to manage and implement the SPIRE Public-Private
Partnership. It represents innovative process industries, 20% of the total European manufacturing sector in
employment and turnover, and more than 130 industrial and research process stakeholders from over a
dozen countries spread throughout Europe. SPIRE brings together cement, ceramics, chemicals,
engineering, minerals and ores, non-ferrous metals, steel and water sectors, several being world-leading
sectors operating from Europe.
Within SPIRE is represented, among others, the Non-ferrous industry and the steel industry by Eurometaux
– European Association of Metals and EUROFER – The European Steel Association.
SPIRE organize event to spread the results of RTD projects and gather the interest of the industry.
TECNALIA and CIRCE belong to the board of SPIRE, therefore it is expected to organize a meeting with
stakeholders to show the results of the project.

EUSEW 2017 and 2018
http://www.eusew.eu/

The European Union Sustainable Energy Week is a yearly event celebrated in Brussels and organized by the
EC.
It most important European conference dedicated to sustainable energy policy issues. Sessions organized
by the European Commission and energy stakeholders debate new policy developments, best practices and
sustainable energy ideas, while networking events forge alliances. Awards for outstanding projects begin
the week.
EUSEW is pretty focused on the policy developments and the analysis of the strategies and trends to
improve the energy efficiency and sustainability in Europe. Therefore the event is more aligned with the
interest of technology centres and industrial associations
It is foresee to take advantage of the networking provided by the EC to hold a final open workshop together
with the end of the project.
Everyone brings something different to the EUSEW. It is an ideal platform for sharing ideas and knowhow,
and for forging alliances to bring about an Energy Union based on:
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•
•
•

Energy efficiency
Decarbonising the economy
Research, innovation and competitiveness.

These are the different ways to take part in Sustainable Energy Week:
•
•
•
•

Creating or attending an Energy Day
Competing for the Sustainable Energy Awards
Presenting at or attending the Networking Village
Organising a session or presentation at the Policy Conference.

SDEWES Conference on Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and
Environment Systems
http://www.dubrovnik2017.sdewes.org/

The 12th Conference on Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems – SDEWES
Conference, to be held in Dubrovnik in 2017, is dedicated to the improvement and dissemination of
knowledge on methods, policies and technologies for increasing the sustainability of development by decoupling growth from natural resources and replacing them with knowledge based economy, taking into
account its economic, environmental and social pillars.
Among others one of the issues of the conference is the efficient and smart use of the energy in the
industry.
CIRCE has already participated in several editions and staff of CIRCE belong to the technical Committee. It is
foresee to submit a paper based on the analysis of the energy consumption and the available LCA results

60th International Colloquium on Refractories 2017
http://ecref.eu/index.php?id=home&L=1
October 18th and 19th - EUROGRESS, Aachen in Germany
In 2017 the topics include:
•
•
•

Raw materials
Processing technology
Energy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logistics
Refractories lining service
Environmental protection
Product liability
Quality management
Industry 4.0
R & l programs and activities
Legislation

SUBCONTRATACION - International Fair of Manufacturing Processes and
Equipment
http://bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com/en/eventos/subcontratacion-2017/#.WMpWodThAsY

The 17th European Industrial Subcontracting Meeting will be held on 6, 7 and 8 June 2017 within the
Subcontratación Fair. These three intensive work sessions will be divided into three blocks:
•

•
•

6 June: The session will focus on general subcontracting companies, which are not specialised in a
particular sector. Guest purchasers, therefore, will come from different industrial sectors such as:
the railway sector, the electric-electronic industry, the iron and steel industry, the machinery
manufacturer sector, the power industry, etc.
7 June: Automotive industry specialized session.
8 June: The session is divided into two parts:
o The area for meetings with purchasers from the aeronautical AEROTRENDS
o And an area for meetings with purchasers interested in additive manufacturing and 3D
printing.

Meetings will be held in a specific area within the Subcontratación Hall that is equipped with hospitality
areas, information points and meeting tables, which will identify each of the participating purchasers.
SUBCONTRATACIÓN 2017 will feature an interesting program of seminars and conferences related to the
latest in advanced manufacturing.
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The event devotes a monographic space to the future of surface coatings and treatments. An Exhibition
Space for commercial exchange and networking which will enable companies to display their innovations
and products and visitors will be able to discover the best solutions for their needs.
From the most basic industrial subcontracting processes to state-of-the art technologies, complete
manufacturing processes, equipment and supplies for casting, forging, rolling, treatment, welding,
handling, etc.
In this event will meet trade specialists (managers, heads of purchasing and subcontracting, project
managers/heads, production managers/heads, skilled technicians, etc) from manufacturing firms in a broad
range of sectors including the following: Aeronautics, the automotive industry, climate control, metal
construction, domestic appliances, decoration, lifting equipment, energy, railways, hand and power tools,
machine tools, woodworking machinery, textile machinery, construction machinery and equipment,
household goods, electric motors, shipbuilding, nuclear power, petrochemicals, etc. and exhibitors
representing from the most basic industrial subcontracting processes to state-of-the art technologies,
complete manufacturing processes, equipment and supplies for casting, forging, rolling, treatment,
welding, handling, etc.
The exhibitors of the Subcontratación Fair will have the chance to take part in the greatest international
meeting forum with purchasers, which have been specifically selected to match their product and services
portfolio.
Organized by the Barcelona Chamber of Commerce and the BEC, with the collaboration of the Spanish
Chambers of Commerce, the pre-arranged meetings programme will allow you to make the most of your
participation in the most efficient way possible by establishing direct contact with purchasers who are
seeking solutions for their manufacturing processes.
The partner of the project AFV will participate in the event with a Stand making dissemination of the NIWE
project.

MANUFUTURE 2017
http://manufuture2017.eu/

MANUFUTURE 2017 conference concentrates on smart manufacturing, Industry 4.0 in practice, factories of
the future, robotics, internet of things and smart products.
Manufuture aims join a community of business leaders, researchers, innovators, policy makers,
representatives of key technology platforms and numerous European Commission representatives. Listen
to over 50 international speakers and give your input to the debate about the future of European industry.
MANUFUTURE is more focused in policies and the analyses of trends and innovations to bring forward the
Industry 4.0. In this sense the scope is more adequate for technology centres than for industries involved in
NIWE.

MIDEST 2017
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https://www.midest.com/en/Home/

The world’s largest industrial subcontracting network, MIDEST is the sole international show to specialize in
industrial subcontracting.
Conceived both as a network and a catalyst for industry, it makes it possible to initiate, consolidate and
develop opportunities of all kinds for collaboration between those involved in the design and production of
made-to-measure parts or sub-assemblies.
The show plays a decisive role in establishing relationships between customers and subcontractors, offering
them an event that is both human in scale and friendly in atmosphere where they can evaluate and refine
their panel of subcontractors, identify the right partners, forge the contacts that will be crucial to the
success of their projects, gather information and discuss key industry topics and discover and gain an
understanding of trends in technology and innovations.

ALUMINIUM 2018
https://www.aluminium-messe.com/_1.html

Although the event is out of the timing of the project, the congress is an unique opportunity for
manufactures and industries to show the results from the project with a high impact in the industry of
aluminium.

2.5 Management aspects
Briefly summarized the most relevant issues occurred in the period are the following:
Consortium
Referring to the Consortium, at the middle of the period the pending partners, who were going to
substitute the previous ones that had to leave the project, have been accepted and authorized by the EU
Commission (July 2016).
Meetings and Assemblies
Respect to the meetings celebrated, in this third periodic stage, some meetings have been held to discuss
different and necessary aspects, developed activities and future tasks to obtain the desired objectives of
the project, as well as an important general assembly, including the Officer and his assistant:
They are classified below (date-place-type of meeting- Participants) and its detailed topic:
•

2nd July 2015- Torino- Technical Meeting- F2A, KROWN, TECNALIA. It was the first meeting in
order to start the preparation of the future industrial trials corresponding to the aluminium
demonstrator. In this meeting it was agreed that two furnaces should be used for not disturbing
the usual process at F2A.
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•

•

•

9th July 2015- Webex- Technical Meeting- CIRCE, TECNALIA, F2A, KROWN. As a consequence of
the previous meeting a teleconference via Webex had to be done to better prepare the main points
discussed at Torino, in particular the double furnace to be used. That would mean the construction
of two WPT’s.
16th September 2015- Derio- General Assembly of partners. This meeting was attended by the
OFFICER and his assistant. It was a crucial meeting because it was needed the entry of two new
partners. These partners, before being accepted, attended the meeting and presented their
possibilities, interest , expertise and facilities to finish well enough the pending tasks. The officer
valued as adequate these companies. Besides this, each partner presented, as usual, its own
situation inside the project and the progress in its assigned tasks.
11th November 2016- Irún- Technical Meeting- CIRCE, TECNALIA, INDUCTOTHERM-ONDARLAN.
Once the amendment was approved on July 2016, a meeting was convened to start the preparation
of the trials referred to the iron & steel lab-scale prototype (chronogram agreed, works in the pilot
plan, furnace installation,…). In the meeting the most important agreement was the following:
taking into account the rest of trials of other projects in progress in TECNALIA and the high risk of
logical delaying incidents derived of the high difficulty degree of the new WPT, INDUCTOTHERMONDARLAN proposed to install other furnace exclusively for the NIWE project having exactly the
same features. Immediately the involved partners accepted and started to prepare this situation.

Extra time
As it is was requested in the last amendment, an extension of 18 months had to be requested and was
accepted by the Commission to achieve the entire project plan. This approval was included within the
second amendment on July 2016.
Use of the resources
Two partners have justified extra activity in the period, Fundación CIRCE and DEGUISA.
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3 Conclusions and Project highlights
•
•

•
•
•

The project runs with good rhythm once the problems have been solved.
Three important milestones have been achieved:
o The most important in the period, due to the challenge involved, has been the construction
and installation of the first (twin) ICPT installed in industrial conditions.
o The most difficult in the project, the almost finished lab scale (100 kW) prototype, which is
only waiting for the last trials in the construction laboratory, before being checked in the
pilot plant, where it has to melt high temperature alloys (cast iron and steel) transferring
the energy wirelessly to an induction coil.
o The completion of the metallurgical quality made by means of DTA analysis techniques on
casted metals.
The consortium has available more time to finish as properly as possible the project.
The oncoming partners show their expected expertise in the sector.
The budgets continue being used according the project running.
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